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ABSTRACT

There is a growing effort worldwide to develop objective indicators for animal welfare assessment, which provide information on an animal’s quality of life, are scientifically trustworthy, and can readily be used in practice by professionals. Animals are sentient beings capable of positive and negative emotion, and so these indicators should be sensitive not only to their physical health, but also to their experience of the conditions in which they live. This paper provides an outline of ethological research aimed at developing practical welfare assessment protocols. The first section focuses on the development and validation of welfare indicators generally, in terms of their relevance to animal well-being, their interobserver reliability, and the confidence with which the prevalence of described features can be estimated. Challenges in this work include accounting for the ways in which welfare measures may fluctuate over time, and identifying measures suited to monitoring positive welfare states. The second section focuses more specifically on qualitative welfare indicators, which assess the ‘whole animal’ and describe the expressive qualities of its demeanour (e.g. anxious, content). Such indicators must be validated in the same way as other health and behaviour indicators, with the added challenge of finding appropriate methods of measurement. The potential contribution of qualitative indicators, however, is to disclose an emotional richness in animals that helps to interpret information provided by other indicators, thus enhancing the validity of welfare assessment protocols. In conclusion, the paper emphasises the importance of integrating such different perspectives, showing that new knowledge of animals and new ways of relating to animals are both needed for the successful development of practical welfare assessment tools.

Introduction

There is a rapidly growing motivation to better understand how animals experience their world, and how they are affected by human presence, activity and control. Over the past 40 years or so, the concept of animal welfare has evolved from focusing primarily on an animal’s physical health and ability to cope (1), to recognising that animals are sentient beings capable of experiencing positive and negative emotions
The social and ethical dimensions of animal welfare, which are concerned with how human society morally regards and treats non-human animals, are also increasingly being recognised (3, 4). Thus, the United Kingdom (UK) Farm Animal Welfare Council (5) has suggested that standards for the welfare of animals under our care should not only ensure that these animals have a ‘life worth living’, but may also aspire towards giving them a ‘good life’ – a concept emphasising the importance of positive experiences for good welfare.

Different animal species may thrive in different conditions, so it is crucial to find indicators that truly reflect the animals’ needs and interests (6). Much effort is being invested worldwide in the development of welfare indicators that reflect an animal’s quality of life, are scientifically trustworthy, and can readily be used in practice by professionals such as animal caretakers, farmers, veterinarians and welfare inspectors. Scientists are integrating insights from behavioural and cognitive science, neuroscience, stress physiology, and animal psychology, and are producing growing evidence that animals are intelligent beings capable of complex emotion (7, 8, 9). This implies that sensitive protocols are needed, which tell us not only whether an animal is severely stressed, but also whether it is in a positive state, or perhaps lethargic and bored.

Detecting such differences in how animals experience husbandry systems is most likely to be achieved through close observation of their behaviour in varying circumstances (10), and research groups across the world are investigating which behavioural indicators provide the best and most reliable information on welfare. Accordingly, our knowledge of practical welfare assessment is growing, and the aim of this paper is to provide an outline of this area of work. The paper consists of two main sections. The first section focuses on key issues in the development and validation of welfare indicators generally. The second section focuses more specifically on how these issues apply to qualitative welfare indicators. Such indicators are less commonly used but, when applied appropriately, have the potential to make an important contribution to assessing animals’ quality of life. The paper concludes by looking ahead to what may be new directions and future challenges.

The development and validation of practical welfare indicators

The development of practical welfare assessment protocols has been researched most extensively in farmed animals. However, the principles underlying such protocols can also be applied to other species, and be adjusted to suit different domains of animal use and management (11). Early research into on-farm welfare assessment focused mostly on ‘inputs’ to animal welfare, i.e. the physical, husbandry and management resources present on a farm (12). More recently, however, there has been increasing interest in assessing welfare ‘outcomes’, i.e. how those resources actually affect the animal. Through observation of animals in different husbandry systems we can assess their health and welfare more directly and in greater detail. Various protocols have been developed recently which aim to provide a more holistic welfare assessment of animals on a farm, integrating the results from a range of indicators into an overall welfare score or category (13).

The time available to make such welfare assessments, however, is usually limited in commercial contexts. There is thus a need to identify smaller sets of representative indicators that will still succeed in effectively addressing major animal health and welfare concerns (14). These indicators are likely to relate to an animal’s physical health, as reflected by, for example, body condition, body lesions, extent of lameness, signs of disease or chronic stress, and abnormalities such as feather loss in hens and tail-biting injuries in pigs. They are also likely to focus on key aspects of the animal’s behaviour, e.g. the fulfilment of basic needs such as feeding and resting, social interaction with other animals, exploration of novel objects and the farm environment, relationship with stock handlers, and, as discussed in the second part of this paper which explores ‘Qualitative welfare indicators’, an animal’s overall expressive
demeanour. If such indicators are to provide credible standards for animal welfare, either on their own or as part of a welfare assessment protocol, it is imperative that they be validated in a number of ways. Below, the paper will discuss a number of key validation requirements, and the challenges to which these give rise.

**Validating indicators of animal well-being**

The primary requirement for any welfare indicator is that it needs to provide meaningful information on the wellbeing of animals, i.e. it must have ‘construct validity’. As discussed above, what is understood by ‘well-being’ is multi-dimensional; however, generally it is taken to refer to an animal’s affective experience of a condition or situation. By undertaking particular experiments, or referring to theoretical frameworks (15, 16, 17), it can be deduced that certain indicators reflect certain kinds of experience. For example, to validate gait assessment as an indicator for broiler welfare, researchers tested the pain associated with different levels of impaired mobility by recording the birds’ self-selection of analgesic drugs (18), and by recording the negative impacts of impaired mobility on behavioural indicators such as lying down and feeding (19).

Another way of identifying indicators that reliably represent key elements of an animal’s welfare status is to investigate what animals choose to do when given the opportunity (6). This can be done in controlled experimental conditions, e.g. by providing pigs with a choice of substrates in order to identify which ones they prefer (20), or in more diverse, semi-natural environments, e.g. by examining how pigs interact with natural substrates (21). If the animals are observed to display a consistent preference for certain activities or resources, the presence or absence of these activities/resources can be used as a welfare indicator; an example is the motivation of captive mink to find water in which to swim (22). Moreover, animals may not only prefer certain things, but there may be consistent differences in the preferences of individuals within a group (23). For this reason, one recently proposed welfare assessment protocol focuses on providing a diversity of resources to animals in their farm environment, offering a greater choice of activity. Such diversity can be assessed by recording what facilities are available on a farm, and the animals’ use of those facilities (24).

**Inter-observer reliability**

Assuming that potential welfare indicators have the meaning we attribute to them, a second criterion for validating such indicators is their inter-observer reliability, i.e. how well assessors agree in scoring these measures. Many measures were originally developed for research purposes, but were subsequently adapted for less controlled, more time-constrained practical applications. For example, the research literature reports a range of measures for fearfulness in animals (see 25 for a review) and of these the indicator ‘response to novel object’ has been adapted for assessing laying-hen welfare on farms (26). However, the scoring systems and scales used in research often need to be adapted and streamlined for practical use, so that they can be reliably used by assessor teams across the world. How much standardisation is necessary will depend on how an organisation intends to use these systems, and on the funding available for training. It is increasingly apparent that training assessors to achieve consistent agreement when using welfare indicators requires considerable time and effort, as part of a dedicated programme (27, 28). This is true both for quite straightforward physical indicators, such as body lesions and dirtiness in pigs (29), and for more complex behavioural assessments, such as resting behaviour in dairy cattle (30). Observers tend to agree more easily when indicators are clearly defined (30) and when scoring systems are simplified (31). Finding such ways of improving inter-observer reliability is fundamental to developing valid welfare assessment protocols.
Managing the uncertainty of partial assessments

When assessing animals on farms, in zoos, or in laboratories, time and cost constraints usually restrict observations to a limited number of individuals among the animals present. A third form of validation therefore involves addressing the level of uncertainty of such estimates through mathematical analysis, so that sub-group outcomes can reliably be extrapolated to the group as a whole (32). The larger the sample of animals that can be assessed for an indicator, the more accurate such extrapolations will be.

Obviously, indicators with high levels of inter-observer reliability that are observed in all or in a very large sample of animals provide the most accurate estimates of the proportion of animals exhibiting particular features. Such outcomes can then be used to classify a farm in accordance with legislated or voluntary welfare standards, or to track changes over time. An example of such an indicator is ‘whole herd’ mobility scoring in dairy cows, using a 4-point scale. This scoring system is advocated in the UK to monitor lameness, and the effect of improvement strategies undertaken by farmers (33).

However, as the inter-observer reliability of indicators falls, and/or uncertainty over the proportionate occurrence of particular features increases, these indicators become less suitable for imposing and monitoring standards of welfare. Nevertheless, they can be used to encourage interest in animal welfare among the people who work with the animals every day, to improve their awareness and management of factors affecting their animals’ well-being. On the other hand, if inter-observer reliability is adequate, it may be possible to combine welfare scores from small sample sizes across many farms, or other animal units such as laboratories or zoos, and so obtain reliable aggregated scores. This may be useful for evaluating animal welfare in voluntary schemes (e.g. farm assurance), or at the national level (14).

Monitoring welfare over time: automated assessment

Practical assessment of welfare outcomes is thus an active area of research, which still faces numerous challenges. One challenge is fluctuation over time – protocols may assess welfare on a particular day, but little is known about how outcomes vary with cycles and seasons throughout the year, and what such shifts mean in terms of welfare. Gaining such insight would require regular repeat assessments, which would incur great financial and time costs and do not seem feasible. Institutional records can provide some of the required information, but only if their quality is not compromised by poor recording techniques or inadequate training (34). Some of the challenges associated with time and cost may be overcome by automated monitoring systems, such as, for example, those used for monitoring foot-pad dermatitis in broiler chickens at slaughterhouses (35). Automated assessments could also play an important role in overcoming challenges posed by extensive outdoor systems, where animals have limited contact with people and can be difficult to locate (36). Automated monitoring of these animals’ activity patterns may alert stock handlers to ‘out of normal range’ problems with the health or behavior of their animals (37).

Indicators of positive emotion

Another important challenge is the development of indicators for positive emotion and welfare, i.e. measures that reflect animals having a ‘good life’ (5). Recently developed frameworks discuss positive emotion as part of a functional cognitive approach embedded in neuroscience (8, 17, 38). These frameworks suggest potential indicators for positive emotion, such as optimistic cognitive bias, which measures the extent to which animals expect to be positively rewarded (39), and various behavioural categories, such as play, exploration, vocalisation, and social and self-grooming behaviour (17, 38). However, many of these indicators have not yet been sufficiently validated to be ready to apply in practice. Another potential problem is that some behaviours occur too infrequently to be useful in assessment protocols (e.g. play, vocalisations), even when opportunities to express them are available.
Interest is therefore growing in more continuous dynamic measures, such as the percentage of eye-white in an animal's total visible eye area (40), ear and tail positions (41, 42), and also qualitative behaviour assessment, which describes the overall expressive quality of behaviour (43; see below). Monitoring and promoting positive experiences is clearly a good way to improve welfare, and research in this area is considered to be of prime importance for advancing animal welfare (44).

**Qualitative welfare indicators**

The principles of validation and application described above are equally true for qualitative indicators of welfare. However, such indicators differ from other indicators in essential ways, and there are specific concerns surrounding their scientific validation, as well as specific challenges that arise in their practical application. A closer examination of the nature of qualitative welfare indicators will help to address these concerns.

*The expressivity of the whole animal*

The key characteristic of qualitative assessment is that it addresses the whole animal, as a single integrated unit of observation, while the animal moves around and interacts with its surroundings. It does not, like other indicators, focus on particular physical elements of behaviour, or on a combination of such elements, but always on the dynamic whole animal. When interacting directly with animals, we do not perceive them as complex compartmentalized systems in the way that scientific models do. We simply see the animal as a whole, responsive, sentient being (45, 46). This is not mere 'lay perception'; rather it underlies the moral and conceptual landscape of animal welfare science. We are concerned for animals, not their brains, as it is the animals, not their brains, which experience pain, stress or joy (47, 48). All measurements of animal health, behavior and welfare have eventually to be weighed up and integrated qualitatively at the 'whole-animal' level (11, 13). Thus, assessing animals as whole sentient beings is important, and may contribute essential integrative information to assist in judging their quality of life.

The starting point for such assessment is that the whole animal, unlike its physical body parts, is psychologically expressive. It is not the tail, ear, or facial features *per se* that have expressive meaning, it is how the animal holds and moves those features dynamically that generates this meaning. Such expressivity, or 'body language', communicates the quality of an animal's engagement with its surroundings, i.e. how it perceives and responds to (and thus experiences) the environment and other animals in its vicinity. We can observe this over time, and judge what it tells us about the animal's state; for example, whether the animal is lively, curious and relaxed, or fearful, hostile and tense (43). Such characterisations are directly relevant to an animal’s experience, implying that this experience may not be as private and hidden from view as is routinely assumed by many scientists. But, whatever one’s stance, perceiving animals as relaxed or anxious is clearly relevant to assessing their well-being, and could add to the validity and discerning power of welfare assessment protocols. However, it would be imprudent to assume that such perceptions can, by themselves, sum up an animal’s overall welfare (49). It is best to integrate qualitative assessments with other indicators of health and welfare into balanced welfare protocols.

*The scientific validation of whole animal assessments*

To achieve such integration, it is necessary to submit qualitative judgements of animal expression to measurement and to investigate their association with biological organisation (50, 51). Use of qualitative assessment in animal science is not new. Ethologists such as Jane Goodall (52) and Joan Stevenson-Hinde (53), for example, were pioneers in articulating that animals have qualitatively different individual styles of behaving. This work merged with the wider field of animal temperament and personality
research, where quantification of expressive traits and integration of these with biological organization has been gaining scientific credibility (54). Various research teams then extended the use of personality descriptors (e.g., friendly, fearful) for the purpose of monitoring well-being in individual animals in zoos (55, 56, 57), scientific laboratories (58), and companion animal homes (59, 60). Despite the success of this work, however, qualitative assessments — in their reliance on human integrative judgement — are still frequently referred to as ‘subjective’ (61). This contrasts them with the assumed greater objectivity of other types of measurement, and keeps alive the suspicion that they are anthropomorphic and unworthy of full scientific status.

This view is, however, increasingly regarded as outdated, both philosophically and scientifically (50, 62). Recognition is growing that recording physical indicators also tends to involve some qualitative judgement (e.g., scoring whether animals are ‘very dirty’ or ‘badly scratched’), and that part- and whole-animal assessments are better regarded as interdependent, complementary types of insight. Wemelsfelder and colleagues (63, 64) hypothesised that qualitative assessments are not merely abstract inferences of behavioural style, but rely on direct observation of a continuous stream of dynamic behavioural expressivity in animals. To investigate this premise, they employed a freechoice profiling (FCP) methodology, which asked groups of people to generate their own terms to score the body language of the animals which they were observing. This meant that people had to interpret the animals’ expressions for themselves, rather than relying on and being constrained by an experimenter’s terms, which allowed for a more thorough scientific examination of qualitative assessments.

Different research teams across the world have since applied this approach to pigs, cattle, poultry, sheep, buffalo, horses, ponies, dogs and elephants, and have consistently found good agreement between observers’ assessments, even when these observers had different backgrounds and levels of experience (e.g., 65, 66, 67). Observers’ assessments were found to correlate meaningfully with physical behaviours and physiological indices of stress (68, 69, 70), and not to be unduly affected by the environmental background in which the animals were being viewed (71). Such outcomes support the view that qualitative whole-animal assessment is not mere ‘subjective perception’: it can function as a scientific method and has direct relevance to understanding animals and their perspective on the world.

**The practical application of qualitative welfare indicators**

The question then is how judgements of animal expressivity can be used in practical welfare assessment and management. For regular monitoring of welfare and integration with assessment protocols, it is clearly not feasible to let assessors use their own terms. Some form of standardisation is necessary. An agreed list of suitable terms can be created through a formal FCP exercise, or through a literature search and discussion with caretakers and other stakeholders (e.g., veterinarians). Skilful appraisal of animal expressions underlies traditional stockmanship. For example, a good stock handler can recognise an animal that is ‘not right’ from a considerable distance. Creating lists of qualitative terms is thus an excellent way to both empower animal caretakers and enrich vocabularies for managing welfare in laboratories, zoos and on farms (57).

It is important to stay flexible in adding or removing terms to and from existing lists, in order to suit the language and culture of particular countries, or the characteristics of particular industries. However, enough positive and negative descriptors should always be included to cover the expressive repertoire of each animal species under study. From a whole-animal perspective, the aim is not to identify a minimal set of core terms, but to capture larger patterns of expression and their context through a range of multilayered terms. Knowing how to apply these terms can be enhanced by clear instructions, brief characterisations of each term, and supportive video material. The descriptive richness of qualitative terminologies gives this type of assessment the power to address dynamic aspects of welfare for which
specific physical indicators might not easily be found. This applies to positive welfare, but also generally to subtle yet important differentiations, such as between relaxation and apathy, or between positive and negative excitement (72, 73).

A major challenge in implementing such qualitative terminologies, however, is to support them with reliable scoring methods (74). Qualitative judgement is integrative, comparative and tied to its context, and does not rely on adding up numerical units. One could try to anchor the scoring of terms by categorising scoring levels in some way (e.g. ‘not present’, ‘moderate’ or ‘severe’); however, this would be likely to interfere with the qualitative integration process and limit its proficiency. It seems preferable to use unstructured visual analogue scales to score the different terms, and these scores can be integrated statistically through multivariate analysis. This analysis generates dimensions of animal expression (e.g. ‘relaxed/content–tense/anxious’), and places each animal assessed somewhere along the continuum of these dimensions. The welfare implications of an animal’s position on the expressive continuum – for example, at what point a high ‘tense/anxious’ score becomes a welfare concern – should be anchored with descriptions and examples, and these parameters can then be incorporated into welfare assessment protocols.

In practical farm and laboratory settings it will often be necessary to assess animals at the group level and, although this requires more complex integration of expressive information, studies show that it can be done reliably (49, 75, 76). However, not all studies show good interobserver reliability (77), and on-farm assessments of test–retest reliability have revealed both good and moderate results (78). What is clear, above all, is that continuing efforts by caretaker/assessor teams to align their understanding of terms, and their use of these terms for scoring, are crucial. This does not differ from the requirements of other types of indicators to ensure that their use is reliable, and the development of specific training programmes, such as those used for other indicators, would be highly beneficial. Yet, apart from meeting such formal standards, focusing on animal expressions is also a goal in itself. It increases our sensitivity to how animals communicate, and to what may be effective ways of improving their quality of life. Qualitative assessment can be a platform for such shared learning. Developing this potential is a goal of future work.

Conclusion

From this brief review, it is clear that developing indicators for animal welfare that are objective, workable and relevant to animal care is a complex task. However, as this area of work develops, new indicators emerge and deepen our understanding of animal well-being. Recent work on laboratory animals, for example, has led to the development of systems for coding facial expressions indicative of pain in mice, rats and rabbits (79). Although these systems are based on physical facial features, their focus on subtle expressive detail suggests a growing potential for integrating specific physical assessments with qualitative assessments. With the former focusing on functional biological organisation and the latter on whole-animal experience, these two types of assessment can be mapped onto each other, enhancing the interpretation and validation of both methods (65, 73).

Such integration is but one example of a much-needed merging of perspectives and expertise to improve animals’ lives (80). Science may identify reliable indicators, but how effective these are as aids to improving animal welfare ultimately depends on how humans engage with animals in daily life, depending on their skills, attitudes and efforts (81, 82, 83). We are used to framing that engagement in terms of control, but increasingly academics across disciplines are encouraging us to think more inclusively of animals as members of ‘more-than-human’ communities (62). Thus, both new knowledge of animals and new ways of relating to them are needed to make practical welfare assessment tools a success.
Monitoring welfare standards is an important first step, but only a greater sensitivity and responsibility towards animals will make these standards work.
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